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The Druid Craft Tarot Deck Tarot Cards
The Druids revered animals as sacred guides, guardians, and protectors. This illustrated deck and accompanying booklet draws from the
wellspring of ancient Celtic tradition, trying to offer intuitive knowledge. From the interpretations of the card spreads and the lore given, one
may gain insights and receive positive guidance for the future. The cards have been drawn using the principles of sacred geometry, a science
of great importance to the megalith building, pre-Celtic Druids, who employed it extensively in the building of stone circles. Each image
incorporates the same use of a pentagram, circle and square. The border of the animal cards conveys a message in Ogham - the tree
language of the Druids. The text presents a summary of the Druid, Celtic and native teachings, concerning twenty-nine animals and four
dragons. In addition, there are three blanks cards that can be used to draw animals that are personal to the reader.
Looking for a new book that will make your heart race? The fourth edition of The Minotaur Sampler compiles the beginnings of six can't-miss
novels--either standalone or first in series--publishing Winter 2022 for free for easy sampling. Standalone: From debut author Stacy
Willingham comes a masterfully done, lyrical thriller that is certain to be the launch of an amazing career. A Flicker in the Dark is eerily
compelling to the very last page. Standalone: From the author of Every Last Fear comes a breakneck new thriller about a pair of small-town
murders fifteen years apart, and the one man whose life is inexplicably linked to both. Alex Finlay returns with The Night Shift. First in Series:
Multiple award-winning author Gigi Pandian introduces her newest heroine in Under Lock & Skeleton Key, where Tempest Raj returns home
to work at her father’s Secret Staircase Construction Company. Standalone: A heart-thumping novel that will shake you to your core, The
Resting Place is a masterful novel of suspense and horror from international star Camilla Sten. Standalone: Extraordinarily tense and
deliciously mysterious, Anna Downes’s The Shadow House follows one woman desperate to protect her children at any cost in a remote
village retreat where not everything is as it seems. . . Standalone: Friday Night Lights meets Sue Grafton in this small-town mystery about an
unlikely private investigator searching for a missing waitress. Pay Dirt Road is the mesmerizing debut from the 2019 Tony Hillerman Prize
recipient Samantha Jayne Allen.
Find calm, confidence and a renewed zest for life with Sophrology, the latest stress-reducing self-care practice that connects mind and body
to increase your resilience, happiness and sense of fulfilment. Sophrology is an amazing mind-body training system that uses quick and
simple exercises to increase your confidence and self-esteem, bringing you a renewed sense of vitality while at the same time calming and
relaxing you. This dynamic system of relaxation is hugely popular in France, and is used to train Olympic teams, develop resilience among
pupils and teachers in schools, alleviate symptoms for cancer patients, encourage stress-free pregnancies and child-birth, reduce anxiety and
phobias, and foster recovery from burn-out. Its popularity in France has been growing ever since it was first developed by a neuropsychiatrist
over 50 years ago, and it's now crossed the language barrier and is rivalling mindfulness as the best way to deal with the stresses of modern
living. Sophrology exercises take no more than a few minutes, yet their effects can be felt immediately. Whether you need more energy, or
are struggling with anxiety, sleep difficulties, or an inability to focus on what you really want, Sophrology can help you achieve your goals, and
create a positive future filled with wellbeing. **26 of the exercises in the book are available as audios on a dedicated website. They take you
through each exercise, one step at a time, so you can fully benefit from all that sophrology offers: calm, clarity and joy. The illustrations and
descriptions in the book, combined with the audio guides, make 'Empower Your Life with Sophrology’ a complete and highly accessible
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system for happiness and well-being.**
Druidism, the ancient shamanic religion of Britain is experiencing a major revival there and in America. This book is both a complete
description of the Druid Way as well as a fascinating tour of the major Druid sites, ruins, and "power places". Includes specific suggestions for
bringing this ancient wisdom tradition into our own lives and activities.
Science fiction and fantasy combine to create a stunning full-color tarot deck based on a distant place known as the Outer Region where
people have a mystical rapport with nature.
In this beautifully-written guide, Chief Druid Philip Carr-Gomm shows how the way of Druids can be followed today. He explains - The ancient
history and inspiring beliefs of the ancient Druids - Druidic wild wisdom and their tree-, animal- and herb-lore - The mysteries of the Druids'
seasonal celebrations - The Druids' use of magic and how their spirituality relates to paths such as Wicca This guide will show how the wild
wisdom of the Druids can help us to connect with our spirituality, our innate creativity, the natural world and our sense of ancestry. The lifeenhancing beliefs and practices of this spiritual path have much to offer our 21st-century world.
Saturated with emotion, drama, and powerful stories, the Anna K Tarot is an easy-to-use, intuitive tool for self-discovery. See yourself in
these gorgeously rendered scenes that emphasize the human experience and stay true to the Rider-Waite tradition—with fewer distracting
symbols. Mirroring the many aspects of Self, this unique and beautiful deck will help you look lovingly inside your heart and unmask true
motivations, fears, and potential. The companion guide offers everything you need to begin your journey.
Drawing on nearly forty years of tarot experience, Mary K. Greer has developed a new energizing approach-made up of twenty-one
stimulating techniques to interpret or deepen your understanding of each card. Just as the twenty-six letters of the alphabet can be combined
to form billions of words, Greer's twenty-one methods can be used in any combination for gaining amazing new insights and perspectives.
Emphasizing both traditional and personal methods of interpretation, Greer's techniques involve storytelling, sketching, symbols, metaphors,
dialogues, acting, and other imaginative exercises. Designed to bring about interaction, transformation, and empowerment, this twenty-onepronged approach to tarot can help readers expand standard interpretations and evolve new ways of connecting to the cards. Winner of the
Coalition of Visionary Resources Award for Best Divination Book
The drawings in the Motherpeace Round Tarot deck and book set reflect Goddess and earth-based cultures from all over the world and
throughout history.
A complete guide to the symbolism and use of Norbert Losche's popular deck. Provides card interpretations on three different levels: the
cosmos, the human community, and the individual.
Best Tarot Practices is a comprehensive approach to teaching everything you need to know to read the cards for personal insight and
spiritual growth, for yourself and others. Using a method that blends modern questions and answers with innovative exercises and
encourages intuition, Masino empowers the reader to find their own private connection with each of the cards, fostering a lasting and deeply
personal relationship with the characters and symbols within the deck. Unlike many other beginning tarot books, Best Tarot Practices focuses
not just on how to read the cards, but also on how to become a successful tarot reader—including how to handle difficult questions and
messages in a reading, how to deal with needy, greedy, or superstitious seekers, and how to make each reading accurate and personal for
the seeker. Best Tarot Practices offers a step-by-step approach to understanding the tarot, from the four suits and the court cards to the
Major Arcana to learning new spreads that offer guidance in becoming your own tarot master. Best Tarot Practices teaches readers how to
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trust what they already know and how to share that knowledge by reading the cards for others.
With warmth and wisdom, authors Holly Adams Easley and Esther Joy Archer delve into the fascinating history and stories behind centuries
of tarot artwork in The History of Tarot Art.
This pack, including a paperback book and 78 cards, is an inspired and superlative blending of Celtic art and Tarot wisdom.
/U.S. Games Systems, Inc. The 78 cards of the Medieval Scapini Tarot recreatethe Middle Ages of Europe with symbolism, costume and
settings.

Tarot is best used as a tool for self-discovery, healing, growth, empowerment, and liberation. Tarot archetypes provide the reader
with a window into present circumstances and future potential. But what if that window only opened up on a world that was white,
European, and heterosexual? The interpretations of the tarot that have been passed down through tradition presuppose a
commonality and normalcy among humanity. At the root of card meanings are archetypes that we accept without questioning. But
at what point do archetypes become stereotypes? Humanity is diverse--culturally, spiritually, sexually. Tarot has the power to
serve a greater population, with the right keys to unlock the tarot's deeper meanings. In Queering the Tarot, Cassandra Snow
deconstructs the meanings of the 78 cards explaining the ways in which each card might be interpreted against the norm.
Queering the Tarot explores themes of sexuality, coming out, gender and gender-queering, sources of oppression and
empowerment, and many other topics especially familiar to not-straight folks. Cassandra's identity-based approach speaks directly
to those whose identity is either up in the air or consuming the forefront of their consciousness. It also speaks to those struggling
with mental illness or the effects of trauma, all seekers looking for personal affirmation that who they are is okay.
The symbolic language of Native Americans is extremely profound yet immediate. It is close to the rhythms of the sky, whose
messages are heard and interpreted by the Shaman, the intermediary between the sky and the earth. The centuries-old wisdom of
Native Americans blends seamlessly with the spirit of Tarot in this exquisitely crafted deck.
/U.S. Games Systems, Inc. A unique series of Native American scenes created by Magda Weck Gonzalez of Shawnee heritage
are based on Native American symbolism and folklore. Instruction booklet includes fascinating stories and legends. Min
An incredibly fun, easy-to-follow workbook that shows you how to hear what the cards are trying to tell you-quite simply the world's
best Tarot textbook to learn from with or without a Tarot teacher.
A guide to Tarot reading by a prominent member of the Mind, Body and Spirit pagan movement combines wiccan and druid
spiritualities, explaining how symbols and teachings of significance to both traditions can enable more detailed spread
interpretations. 15,000 first printing.
From the author of the Green Witchcraft series comes a unique approach to using the Tarot as a spiritual tool for channeling
energy and communicating with the Divine. Utilizing themes and images from Natural Witchcraft, this book takes readers step by
step through the Major and Minor arcana. Illustrations.
Finalist for the 2020 Epigram Books Fiction Prize In 1970s Thailand, three young people meet each other with fateful results. Det
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has just lost his mother, the granddaughter of a king. He clings to his best friend Chang, a smart boy from the slums, as they go to
college; while there, Det falls for Lek, a Chinese immigrant with radical ideals. Longing for glory, Det journeys into his friends’
political circles, and then into the Thai jungle to fight. During Thailand’s most famous period of political and artistic openness,
these three friends must reconcile their deep feelings for one another with the realities of perilous political revolution. Reader
Reviews: “Epic in sweep but precise in its details, A Good True Thai shines on all fronts. Time and again, Sunisa Manning resists
easy answers, reaching for nuance, for complexity, for truth. An astounding debut from a talented new voice.” —Kirstin Chen,
bestselling author of Bury What We Cannot Take “Sunisa Manning understands deeply and innately that politics is woven through
the strongest and most ambitious fiction, just as it is through life itself.” —Rachel Kushner, Booker-shortlisted author of The Mars
Room “The story of Thailand’s democracy movement in the 1970s is almost unknown in the rest of the world, but Sunisa Manning
insists on recapturing and preserving it in this beautiful and astonishing novel. Read and immerse yourself in a narrative that
speaks so profoundly to the condition of Thailand, and the world, today.” —Jess Row, award-winning author of Your Face in Mine
“Sunisa Manning brings to life a tortured, misunderstood nexus in the painful evolution of Thailand’s democracy with immediacy
and vividness, never losing her sharply-drawn characters in the labyrinth of history. Mingling narratives of insider and outsider in a
terse, swiftly-moving style, she drags the past into the present, unveiling complex truths with a remarkable clarity of vision.” —SP
Somtow, multi-award-winning author of Jasmine Nights “The 1970s leftist and anti-authoritarian protests that drive the characters
in Manning’s authentic and engaging novel are among the most important and controversial political events in modern Thai
history. Frighteningly, the general context of conflicts that the novel covers is still very relevant today. Foreigners who want to
understand the long-lasting crisis in Thai society, and the complex psyche behind the famous ‘Thai smile’, should read this
book.” —Prabda Yoon, award-winning author of The Sad Part Was
Celtic Lenormand brings elements of nature-based paganism to the traditional Lenormand divination system. This 45-card deck, with colorful
artwork by Will Worthington, provides additional tree, animal and people cards for nuanced readings. Three different bird cards represent the
triple goddess. In-depth descriptions for each card include keywords, divinatory meanings, suggestions for spell use, timing, spiritual
messages, dark and light aspects, and affirmations. The illustrated guidebook also presents interpretations based on the phases of the moon
and the Wheelof the Year. It includes card spreads and instructions for several different methods of reading with the Celtic Lenormand deck.
From a world-famous tarot expert, this book reveals everything one needs to know for reading the most maligned and misunderstood part of
a tarot spread - the reversed cards.
Based on seasonal rhythms and ancient festivals, The Wildwood Tarot gift set draws inspiration from pre-Celtic mythology and shamanic
mysteries. This stunning new tarot card deck introduces us to classic forest archetypes--including the Green Man and Woman, Archer, and
Blasted Oak--and explains how to use them as a meditation system, divinatory oracle, or reference. Will Worthington's powerful pagan
images connect us with a long-lost world that can help us make sense of our own.
Marie Anne Adelaide Lenormand was one of the greatest fortune-tellers of all time—and a powerful clairvoyant who provided services for
luminaries ranging from Robespierre to Empress Josephine. To use her psychic powers to the fullest, Lenormand created her own personal,
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eerily accurate divination deck. These cards recreate that deck exactly, with all their creepy art intact. Tarot enthusiasts will clamor for them.
Get a sneak peek of the first three chapters of Rock Paper Scissors by New York Times bestselling author Alice Feeney. Rock Paper
Scissors is an exciting domestic thriller from the queen of the killer twist, about a couple who thinks they know each other well, but realize on
a ten year anniversary trip things might not be all that they seem... Rock Paper Scissors goes on sale September 7.
Through experiments to try and places to visit, as well as a historical exploration of magic and interviews with leading magicians, The Book of
English Magic will introduce you to the extraordinary world that lies beneath the surface. Magic runs through the veins of English history, part
of daily life from the earliest Arthurian legends to Aleister Crowley to the novels of Tolkien and Philip Pullman, and from the Druids to
Freemasonry and beyond. Richly illustrated and deeply knowledgeable, this book is an invaluable source for anyone curious about magic and
wizardry, or for sophisticated practitioners wanting to learn more.
Includes Tarot of the Old Path deck by Sylvia Gainsford, and Tarot of the Old Path by Howard Rodway. Packaged in plastic bookcase box.

At a time when we seek closer connection with the natural world, The Druid Craft Tarot Deck invites us to celebrate the earth and
the rhythm of her seasons. This acclaimed deck created by practicing Druids combines the two great streams of Western pagan
traditionWicca and Druidry. Its powerful images have emerged from a vast store of teachings and story-telling rooted in the past,
and also from the ancient concepts of numerology, which have provided the artist, Will Worthington, with inspiration from Sacred
Geometry.
Your search for unicorns will help you realize your best qualities and strengths. Includes guidebook, "In Search of Unicorns, by
Suzanne Star, with drawings by Liz Hilton.
Learn how this powerful means of self discovery can heal us anti link us to the natural forces of nature.
Reprint of the 78-card tarot deck published in 1968 and based on Pamela Colman Smith's designs.
Druidry and Wicca, also known as "the Craft", are the two great streams of the Western Pagan tradition. Both traditions originated
in the British Isles, and both are now experiencing a renaissance all over the world, as more and more people seek a spirituality
rooted in a love of nature.
From the authors and illustration of The Druidcraft Tarot (3/05) and the long-term bestselling The Druid Animal Oracle (2/95),
comes their latest work mixing the Western Pagan traditions with a power divination system.
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